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1. INTRODUCTION

In trace-based network proof systems, one specifies and reasons about traces

(histories) of the values transmitted along the communication channels of the

networks under consideration. Such proof systems generally allow specifica-

tions for networks to be deduced from specifications for the networks’
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components. Network proof systems based on first-order predicates over

channel traces are given in [41, [71, and [121, but unfortunately, these logics

are known to be incomplete [2, 8, 13]. Relative completeness can be achieved

by permitting reasoning over the full interleaving of communication events

in addition to the individual channel traces [3, 6, 9] or by using temporal

logic formulas so that the interleaving is implicitly present in the semantics

of the specifications [14]. Both approaches introduce more information than

necessary, the modifications tend to be extensive and cumbersome, and the

simplicity of the underlying trace logic is lost.

In this paper we analyze the sources of incompleteness in trace-based

network proof systems and formalize the extensions needed to achieve rela-

tive completeness. A simple but logically incomplete proof system for safety

properties is defined. It is representative of other incomplete trace-based

network proof systems appearing in the literature. Two example networks

are presented to show incompleteness of our logic. Surprisingly, both exam-

ples consist of only one process, indicating that, although compositionality is

an important feature of trace-based systems, composition is not the cause of

incompleteness. Our examples suggest two extensions that are necessary for

relative completeness; we show that these two extensions are sufficient as

well. The first source of incompleteness is the inability to state and reason

about constraints on the ordering of network events. The second source is the

inability to assert that the sequence of values transmitted along a communi-

cation channel is a prefix of that channels’s sequence at each later point. We

argue that these two properties—the temporal ordering and prefix proper-

ties-must be part of any relatively complete trace-based proof system.

The temporal ordering and prefix properties cannot be expressed in a logic

based on first-order predicates over channel traces. However, they can be

expressed using only a subset of temporal logic, indicating that the full power

of temporal logic (or of explicit reasoning over the interleaving of communica-

tion events) is not needed. We introduce a hierarchy of subsets of temporal

logic and show that a subset consisting of first-order predicates over traces

with a version of the linear-time temporal Always operator has necessary

and sufficient expressive power for relative completeness.

Section 2 defines the class of synchronous process networks we consider

and introduces a formal model of computation. Section 3 defines Simple

Network Logic (SNL), a trace-based network proof system that captures the

essence of most such systems. In Section 4 we show that SNL is incomplete,

define the temporal ordering and prefix axioms, and prove that they are

necessary and sufficient for relative completeness. In Section 5 we define a

hierarchy of temporal logic subsets and identify a subset of temporal logic

with exactly the right expressive power for relative completeness. Finally, in

Section 6 we summarize, discuss alternatives and extensions to our work, and

relate our work to previous research.

2. PROCESS NETWORKS

Consider networks of processes that communicate and synchronize solely by

message passing. Processes and communication channels are uniquely named.
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Fig. 1. Network of processes
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Each channel is either internal or external with respect to a network. An

internal channel connects two processes of the network; an external channel

is connected to only one process, permitting communication between the

network and its environment. Channels are unidirectional, and communica-

tion along then is synchronous,l so both processes incident to an internal

channel must be prepared to communicate before a value is actually trans-

mitted. Without loss of generality, we assume that

— input or output on an external channel occurs whenever the single incident

process is ready;

— each message transmission occurs instantaneously;

—two message transmissions cannot occur simultaneously, thus there is a

total order on the communication events of a given computation; and

—there is a fixed domain of values that can be transmitted on communica-

tion channels, and processes send and receive values in this domain only.

A network made up of processes PI, P2, . . . . P. is denoted by PI II P2 II “ “ - II P.

indicating parallel execution of PI, P2, . ., Pm. Figure 1 illustrates a network

of three processes and six communication channels. Subsequently, we use the

term network to refer to either a single process or a network composed of

several processes.2

2.1 Model of Computation

To reason about proof systems for networks, we introduce a formal model of

network behavior. A single point, or state, during the computation of a

1Extension to asynchronous message passing is straightforward and does not affect our results

[161.

‘Although we assume here that networks are composed directly of primitive processes, our work

easily generalizes to a hierarchical structure in which processes may be implemented by

sub networks [16].
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network is represented by the histories of the network’s communication

channels up to that point. (The model does not include internal process state,

since internal computations of processes are unimportant when reasoning

about network behavior, except as they affect values sent and received.) A

single computation is represented by an infinite sequence of states,3 subject

to constraints on the initial state and between each pair of adjacent states.

The behavior of a network is represented by the set of all sequences repre-

senting its possible computations.

We now formalize the model. A trace of a communication channel c is a

finite sequence (c.1, c.2, . . . . c. k) of values that have been transmitted along

channel c up to some point in time. An empty trace is denoted by ( ). Let N

be a network with incident channels cl, C2, . . . . cm. A state of N is a tuple

cent aining a trace for each channel c1, C2, . . . , c~. A computation of N is an

infinite sequence of states of N such that all channel traces are empty in the

initial state and each subsequent state extends at most one trace of the

preceding state by at most one element (i.e., at most one message transmis-

sion occurs between each pair of states). Thus, an infinite sequence of states

is a computation iff the following four computation conditions are satisfied:

(CC1) All traces are empty in the initial state.

(CC2) Each trace in each state of the sequence is a prefix of the correspond-

ing trace in the subsequent state.

(CC3) The length of each trace in each state of the sequence (except the first)

is at most one more than the length of the corresponding trace in the

preceding state.

(CC4) At most one trace changes between every state and its subsequent

state.

The computation set for N is the set of all computations representing

potential execution sequences of N.*

We show that our computational model is compositional; that is, the set

representing the behavior of a network can be constructed from the sets

representing the behavior of the network’s component processes. Let N be a

network composed of Pl, . . . . P.. Let CS( PI), . . . . C’S( P.) denote the compu-

tation sets for PI, . . . . P., respectively. CS( N), the computation set for N,

can be computed directly from CS( PI), . . . . CS( PJ as follows: Suppose K is a

computation of N. Define Proj( K, P,) to be the projection of K onto those

channels of N incident to P,; that is, Proj(K, P,) removes from the states of K

all traces of channels in N not incident to P,. CS( N) is the set of all

3We choose only infinite sequences since, for our purposes, any finite sequence can be converted

into an equivalent infinite sequence by indefinitely repeating the final state [10, 161.

40ur definition allows arbitrarily many (adjacent) repetitions of any state in a computation
sequence, producing a very larze computation set for a network, In particular, if a given
computation is in a computation set, then so is that computation with any state repeated once,
repeated twice, repeated three times, etc. Permitting this repetition facilitates subsequent
definitions and proofs without affecting the usefulness of the model.
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computations K built from possible states of N such that

–Proj(K, P,) e CS(PZ), i = 1 . . . n, and

— K satisfies conditions (CC1)– (CC4) above.

Informally, then, the computations of N are all possible well-formed combi-

nations of the computations of N’s component processes in which communi-

cations on shared channels agree.

3. SIMPLE NETWORK LOGIC

We now introduce a formalism, Simple Network Logic (SNL), for specifying

and verifying safety properties [9] of networks of processes. SNL concisely

captures the essence of most trace-based proof systems.

A specification is a first-order predicate over channel traces; it is intended

to be satisfied throughout every execution of the network it specifies [4, 7,

12].5 A channel name c appearing as a free variable in a specification

represents the trace of c. We use I c I to denote the length of c, and cl ~ C2 to

denote that trace c1 is a prefix of trace C2.

A specification for a network N is a predicate + over the traces of N’s

communication channels. (The only free variables permitted in specifications

for N are those corresponding to channels of N.) We say that N satisfies q5,

written N sat +, if, at every point during any computation of N, the traces of

values transmitted on N’s channels satisfy @. For example, consider a

process (or network) N that repeatedly reads an integer from channel c1 and

sends its successor on channel C2. This behavior can be specified in SNL as

Nsat(lcl /–l Slc2l</cll)A (Vi: l<i</c21: c2. i=cl. i+- 1).

Some network proof systems provide facilities for constructing specifica-

tions for sequential primitive processes [4, 7, 19]. In others, it is assumed that

existing logics for sequential programs are used for this, or that specifications

for primitive processes are given [8, 12, 141. Without loss of generality, we

adopt the latter approach. Thus, we assume that some programming lan-

guage and proof system are used initially to construct primitive processes

(following our communication model) and to verify trace logic specifications

for the behavior of each. We are then interested only in deducing specifica-

tions for a network from specifications for its component processes, Hence, let
the axioms of SNL be formulas P sat d, where P is a primitive process and @

is a valid specification for P; that is, ~ is satisfied by every execution of P.

We assume that included is at least one such axiom (but not necessarily all)

for each process P of interest.

5Actually, in [12], specifications consist of predicate pairs, but for our purposes it is adequate to

consider only single predicates that remain invariant throughout a computation [16].
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Specifications for networks can be derived from specifications for their

component processes using the following inference rule of SNL:

Definition 3.1. Network Composition Rule

Conjoining process specifications using this rule results in “linking” any

shared channels in network N, because in ~, o, all c’s, say, denote the same

channel trace.

We also need a rule for deducing valid specifications for a network from

other valid specifications, since several valid specifications may exist for a

given network. For this, we rely on the validity of formulas in our underlying

trace logic. If ~ is a specification over channel traces and S is a state (a

mapping from channel variables to trace values), let S ~ @ denote that

formula + is satisfied by state S. If + is satisfied by every state, we write

= d. The SNL Consequence Rule is then as follows:

Definition 3.2. Consequence Rule

The use of E ~1 = +2 in this rule, expressing that every state that satisfies

dl also satisfies 42, is further discussed below.

These two rules, or variants thereof, form the basis of most trace-based

systems we know of, including those in [41, [71, [121, [141, and [181.

3.1 Soundness and Completeness

We can use the computational model introduced in Section 2.1 to prove that

SNL is sound [11: If N sat o is a theorem of SNL, then O is indeed valid for

network N. To do so, we must first define validity of specifications with

respect to computations in the formal model. Recall that for a network N,

CS( N) denotes the set of all computations corresponding to N’s possible

behaviors. A specification @ is valid for N iff 4 is true in every state of every

computation in N‘s computation set.

Definition 3.3. Validity of Specifications. Specification $ is valid for

network N iff K. i b @ for all K e CS(N) and i > 0, where K =

(K. O, K.l, K.2, . . .).6

Using this definition we establish the soundness of SNL.

THEOREM 3.4. Soundness of SNL. Let N be a network and ~ a specification

such that N sat + is a theorem of SNL. Then d is valid for N.

GNote that indexing of computations begins with O, while indexing of channel traces begins with

1. This notation facilitates subsequent definitions and proofs.
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PROOF. See the Appendix. ❑

We would also like SNL to be complete: If any specification $ is valid for a

network N, then N sat @ is provable in SNL. However, an additional

assumption must be made. A specification for a network is derived from

specifications for its component processes using the Network Composition

Rule. If the given process specifications are valid but too weak, then a valid

network specification might not be provable. What we really want to know is

whether N sat q5 can be proved when the given specifications for N’s

component processes are as “strong” as possible [14].

Definition 3.5. Precise Specifications. A specification + is precise for a

network N iff

(1) 4 is valid for N and

(2) if K is any computation’ containing traces for the channels in N and

K.j E @ for all j >0, then K G CS(N).

Thus, a specification is precise if it is valid and if every computation

satisfying the specification is a possible computation of the network being

specified. For completeness, we are interested in proving N sat o whenever

$ is valid and whenever the specifications for the processes in N are precise.

The SNL Consequence Rule relies on the validity of formulas in the

specification language of SNL. SNL specifications can involve elements of the

data domain from which messages are drawn, sequences of such elements

(the channel traces), and lengths of sequences. Since arithmetic itself is

incomplete [15], when designing a program proof system one aims for rezatiue

completeness (as in [51): Assuming that one can prove any valid formula of the

underlying logic—which in this case is a trace logic that includes predicate

logic, arithmetic, and the data domain of the network being considered—is

the proof system complete?8 SNL is not relatively complete, as we now show.

4. INCOMPLETENESS OF SIMPLE NETWORK LOGIC

Two examples are given to show the incompleteness of SNL. Each exam-

ple illustrates an inherent property of network behavior that cannot be

expressed in SNL, but that is necessary for relative completeness in a

trace-based proof system.

4.1 Temporal Ordering Property

Consider the single-process network of Figure 2. As an informal description

of process P, we are given four facts: (1) P reads at most one value from

7Recall from Section 2.1 that a computation is an infinite sequence of states such that the imtlal

state contains only empty channel traces and each subsequent state extends at most one trace of

the preceding state by at most one element.

8Most proof systems make assumptions about both the provability of statements in the underly-

ing logic and the expressiveness of the specification language revolved This is sometimes

referred to as Cook completeness [1,5]. We, too, have made an expressiveness assumption in our

supposition that precise specifications for primitive processes can be written in SNL, See Section

6 for further discussion.
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n-’-o-r ‘“2‘imp’ene’work
channel c, (2) P reads at most one value from channel d, (3) P reads a value

from c before reading from d, and (4) P reads a value from d before reading

from c. By direct translation, a formal specification is

Psatol:lc]<lAldlslA\dl<lcl Alclsldl. (1)

Let the data domain for this network be { a}. The following specification is

valid for P and is equivalent to (1):

psat@2: (c= OAd=())A(c=(a)Ad =(a)). (2)

P is always in one of two states: Either no values have been read from c or d,

or a value a has been read from each. However, since two values cannot be

transmitted simultaneously (condition (CC4) from Section 2.1), P can reach a

state in which (c = (a) A d = (a)) only by being in a state in which either

(c = (a) A d = ( )) or (c = ( ) A d = (a)), neither of which is permitted by

specification (2) (or specification (l)). Thus, P will never read a value from

either c or d, so a third valid and equivalent specification for P is

Psat@,:c=OAd= (). (3)

All three specifications are valid and, in fact, precise. Any computation

satisfying +1, +Z, or $3 is a computation of P: no values are ever read on c or

d. However, consider an attempt at proving (3) given, say, precise specifica-

tion & of (2). Since there is only a single process, the Network Composition

Rule is irrelevant; the only SNL inference rule applicable is the Consequence

Rule. But = cpz + OS does not hold. Hence, (3) is unprovable from (2), even

though it is valid.

We need a way to formalize the reasoning about event ordering used to

obtain specification (3). It must assert the following property:

Definition 4.1. Temporal Ordering Property. Suppose cl and C2 are chan-

nels of a network N, c1. x and C2. y are transmitted as a result of distinct

communication events, and in any computation of N

(1) cl. x is transmitted before c2. y, and

(2) c2. y is transmitted before cl. x.

Then ( \ cl \ < x A I C2 I < y) holds throughout any computation of N, i.e.,

neither message is ever transmitted.

Formalizing this property would allow 43 to be deduced from 42, making (3)

provable from (2). Unfortunately, the Temporal Orderin~ Property cannot be

expressed in the trace logic underlying SNL. This is discussed further in

Section 4.4.1 and is proved in Section 5.
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Fig. 3. Very simple network.

-

42 Prefix Property

Consider the network of Figure 3. Suppose {a, b} is the data domain, and let

a precise specification for process P be

Psat+l: c=ovc=(a)vc=(b, a). (4)

Since P sends one value at a time on channel c (condition (CC3) from Section

2.1), disjunct c = (b, a) can never hold. (It would hold only if c = (b) held

first, and this is prohibited by 4A.) Therefore, (4) can be simplified to

Psat +5: cq (a). (5)

However, @~does not imply OS, so (5) cannot be proved from precise specifica-

tion (4). Here we need the following property:

Definition 4.2. Prefix Property. For any channel c and integers O s x s y,

the trace of c after x values have been transmitted is always a prefix of the

trace of c after y values have been transmitted.

By using this property in conjunction with +4, we could eliminate disjunct

c = (b, a) and obtain (5). Like the Temporal Ordering Property, however, the

Prefix Property cannot be expressed in the trace logic underlying SNL.

4.3 Incorporating the Properties in SNL

Consider any SNL proof that establishes N sat @ for a network N = PI II “ ~“

II P.. We assume that as axioms we are given PI sat @l, . . . . P. sat @n,

where dl, . , d. are precise. The first rule to be applied in any such proof is

the Network Composition Rule, so we immediately infer N sat A,+,. All

remaining steps in the proof have to be applications of the Consequence Rule.

By transitivity of implication, any string of Consequence Rule applications

can be collapsed into one, so N sat @ is provable iff = A ,4, = d.

By the following theorem, we know that specification ~, ~, is precise for N:

the conjunction of precise process specifications results in a network specifica-

tion that is also precise. (A similar theorem for temporal logic is proved

in [14]. )

THEOREM 4.3. Preciseness Preservation. Let @, be a precise specification

for P,, l~i<n, andlet N= PIJ. II P.. Then A ,$, is a precise specification

for N.

PROOF. See the Appendix. ❑

Thus, our proof system would be relatively complete if ~ 41 =+ Oz whenever

41 is a precise specification for a network N and % is a valid specification for
N. However, the examples given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate that this

implication does not always hold.
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To obtain a relatively complete system, the implication in the hypothesis of

the Consequence Rule must be modified so that all valid specifications can be

deduced from precise specifications. We do this by strengthening the an-

tecedent of the implication, adding a set of axioms such that if, say, A is the

conjunction of axioms in the set, then E (@l ~ A) - Oz whenever 01 and 02

are precise and valid, respectively, for a given network. The Temporal

Ordering and Prefix Properties are the basis for such a set of axioms.

4.4 Temporal Ordering and Prefix Axioms

We now prove that axiomatizations of the Temporal Ordering and Prefix

Properties are necessary and sufficient for deducing Oz from @l whenever 41

and +Z are precise and valid, respectively, for a given network. There is a

fundamental difference, however, between any axiomatization of the Tempo-

ral Ordering (or Prefix) Property and specifications @l and Oz: Event order-

ing is considered with respect to an entire computation, whereas @l and $Z

are considered with respect to the individual states of a computation. Since

(+1 ~ A) + 42 must be considered with respect to computations, we resolve

the discrepancy by introducing an operator ❑, which converts single-state

specifications to operate over sequences of states: ❑ $ is valid for a sequence

of states K, denoted by K 1- ❑ +, iff @ is true in every state of the sequence.g

That is,

K+nd iff K.i++ for all iaO.

(Note that by Definition 3.3 of validity of specifications, specification 4 is

thus valid for a network N iff K ]= ❑ @ for every K in the computation set of

N.) Using ❑ and 1= , we modify the Consequence Rule as follows:

Definition 4.4. Modified Consequence Rule

N sat q52

Notice that this rule requires that the underlying logic is extended to include

the operator •l and that formula (0+1 AA) * ❑ OZ is interpreted over

sequences of states rather than over single states. That is, 1= (D dl ~ A) =

❑ +z holds iff every sequence of states satisfying (D @l AA) also satisfies

❑&. Next, we consider the axioms comprising A.

4.4.1 Temporal Ordering Axiom. The Temporal Ordering Axiom will for-

malize the Temporal Ordering Property. Suppose some communication c1. x

must happen before some c2. y. Then ❑( \ c1 I < x * \ C2 I < y). This asser-

tion captures ordering of communication events for any channels cl and C2

and any indexes x and y, even if x = y or c1 and C2 are the same channel.

We are interested only in the ordering of distinct events, so the case in which

‘This is a weakened version of the “always,” or “henceforth,” operator (also ❑ ) of temporal logic

[10, 111, since here @ cannot contain other temporal operators. Temporal operators of varying

strengths are discussed in Sections 4.4.2 and 5.
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cl. x and c2. y are produced by the same event (i. e., x = y and cl and C2 are

the same channel) is not of interest. Now, if D( / C2 I < y + < y * I cl I < x)

holds as well (with x # y or cl and C2 distinct), then neither cl. x nor C2. y

can ever occur; equivalently, ❑ ( I cl I < x ~ I C2 / < y). Hence, we state the

Temporal Ordering Axiom as follows:

Definition 4.5. ORDERING. If c1 and C2 are channels, x >1 and y z O

are integers, and either x # y or cl and C2 are distinct; thenl”

❑(lcll<x elczl<y)+n(lcll< xAlc21 <y).

Allowing y = O permits the assertion that an empty channel trace tempo-

rally precedes all communications events on that channel. 11 We disallow

x = y = O, however, since this results in a pathological situation in which the

antecedent of the implication is trivially true but the consequent is trivially

false.

We can now prove soundness of ORDERING with respect to our computa-

tional model.

THEOREM 4.6. Soundness of ORDERING. If K is a computation (recall

Section 2.1) then K 1- ORDERING.

PROOF. See the Appendix. ❑

4.4.2 Prefix Axiom. To formulate an axiom for the Prefix Property, we

introduce a more powerful version of ❑ in which ❑ may be applied to

formulas that themselves contain ❑ ‘s. (This is the usual linear-time tempo-

ral logic interpretation for ❑ [11]. ) Now, ❑ @ is valid for a sequence of states

iff $ is valid for every suffix of that sequence:

K+D@ iff (K. i, K.(i+l), K.(i +2),.. .)+@ foralli>O.

When @ contains no ❑ operators, (K. i, K .(i + 1),K .(i + 2),. ..) 1= ~ is usually

interpreted to be true iff ~ is true in the first state, that is, iff K. i E @.

(For more detailed and rigorous discussions of the semantics of temporal

operators, see, e.g., [11] and [16].)

The Prefix Axiom can be stated using ❑ as follows:

Definition 4.7. PREFIX. If c is a channel, x z 1 is an integer, and v is a

value in the data domain of messages, then

❑(c. x=u=n(c. x= u)).

1°Technically, this is an axiom scheme rather than an axiom, since substitution for metasymbols

cl, c2, x, and y is permitted.

llSuppose, for the sake of contradiction, that c is nonempty in the initial state of some

computation satisfying ORDERING, Then ❑ ( I c / < x * I c I < O) for some x > 1. However,

❑ ( j c I = O), so the conclusion of ORDERING does not hold.
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This axiom (scheme) asserts that, once a value has been transmitted as

c. x, c. x remains unchanged. This is equivalent to the Prefix Property as

stated in Section 4.2.12

THEOREM 4.8. Soundness of PREFIX. If K is a computation, then K j=

PREFIX.

PROOF. Let K be any computation. Then K satisfies condition (CC2)

(Section 2.1), and PREFIX follows directly. El

4.4.3 Necessity and Sufficiency of ORDERING and PREFIX. 13y letting

A be ORDERING A PREFIX, we can prove that, if ~1 is a precise specifica-

tion for a network N and 42 is a valid specification for N, then 1= (El CJlA A)

- q52 (from the hypothesis of Modified Consequence Rule 4.4) holds. Thus,

ORDERING and PREFIX are sufficient for achieving relative completeness.

In addition, we will argue that ORDERING and PREFIX are necessary: If

either axiom is removed from A, then there is a network N with precise and

valid specifications @l and +2, respectively, such that ❑ 41 and A do not

imply El 42.

We begin with a key lemma.

LEMMA 4.9. Let K be any infinite sequence of states. K represents a

COT?2pUtUtiOTZ iff K ~~ ORDERING A PREFIX.

PROOF. See the Appendix. ❑

With this lemma in hand, we can easily prove that our two axioms are

sufficient for relative completeness.

THEOREM 4.10. Sufficiency of the Axioms. If @l is a precise specification

for network N and q52 is a valid specification for N, then 1= (Cl $1 A

ORDERING A PREFIX) * ❑ 42. I

PROOF. We show that any infinite sequence of states K satisfying El @l,

ORDERING, and PREFIX also satisfies ❑ rpz. Since K 1= ORDERING A

PREFIX, by Lemma 4.9 we know that K is a computation. By Definition 3.5

of preciseness, since K # ❑ q51 and @l is precise, K c CS( N). By validity of 02,

every K E CS(N) satisfies ❑ 42. Hence, K satisfies ❑ 02. ❑

Thus, with ORDERING and PREFIX, we ensure that any valid network

specification is implied by a precise specification for the network; by Precise-

ness-Preservation Theorem 4.3, a precise network specification is obtainable

from precise specifications for the network’s component process. That

12A different axiomatization of the Prefix Property can be given using the “next” operator of

temporal logic in addition to ❑ [17]. The definition given here, however, shows that the Prefix

Property can be encoded using only ❑ . This is of importance in Section 5, where we consider the

minimal expressiveness required of any trace logic used as the basis of a relatively complete

proof system.
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ORDERING and PREFIX are necessary (as well as sufficient) for the

implication to always hold is shown in the following theorem:

THEOREM 4.11. Necessity of the Axioms. There exist networks N1, N2,

and N3, with precise specifications 4[, @[, and d[, respectively, and valid

specifications ~~, $:, and ~~, respectively, such that

(1) # (Cl@:A ORDERING) + ❑ ~~)

(2) 1# (U&A PREFIX* ❑ ~]), and

(3) 1+ (n+; - ❑0]).

PROOF. For (l), let N1 be the example network of Section 4.2. For (2), let

N2 be the example network of Section 4.1. Fact (3) follows directly from (1)

and (2). ❑

5. STRENGTHENING THE PROOF SYSTEM

We have demonstrated that an axiomatization of the Temporal Ordering and

Prefix Properties is necessary and sufficient for relative completeness of

SNL. However, ORDERING A PREFIX is not the only way to formalize the

properties of computation that must be encoded in the logic. From the proof

of Theorem 4.10, we see that the function of ORDERING and PREFIX is to

characterize legal network computations. Thus, we are interested in the

expressiveness required of a logic in order to encode the notion of a legal

network computation.

We formalize this expressiveness requirement by analyzing the relation-

ship between valid and precise specifications. By Definition 3.3 of validity, a

specification is valid for a network N iff it is satisfied by every state

reachable by N. By Definition 3.5 of preciseness, a state is reachable by N iff

it is reachable by a computation that always satisfies a precise specification

for N. Hence, we observe the following:

Observation 5.1. A specification is valid for a network iff it is satisfied by

every state reachable by a computation that always satisfies a precise

specification for that network.

Formalizing this observation results in a relatively complete proof system.

One such formalization is implication (• @l AA) + ❑ OZ of Modified Conse-

quence Rule 4.4. We establish bounds on the expressive power required of

any trace logic that formalizes Observation 5.1.

Let @ range over trace logic formulas (i. e., over formulas in the specifica-

tion language of SNL). Suppose K(o) is a formula in some logic L such that,
for any @, a state satisfies K(o) iff the state is reachable by a computation

that always satisfies d. Consider the following Generalized Consequence

Rule, where K(@l) * ~z is a formula of logic L:

Definition 5.2. Generalized Consequence Rule

(Note that K(@l) = & is being interpreted over states, not over state se-
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quences.) By Observation 5.1 and the definition of K(@), if @l and OZ are

precise and valid specifications, respectively, for N, then 1= K(@l) * ~z.

Therefore, incorporating the Generalized Consequence Rule yields a proof

system that is complete relative to logic L, Our goal is to isolate the power

required to express K(@), a formula satisfied by exactly those states reach-

able by a computation that always satisfies @. Here we provide an outline of

our expressiveness results; the reader is referred to [16] for technical details.

First, we observe that formula K(@) can be expressed in an extended trace

logic in which some explicit reasoning over computations is permitted. Sup-

pose the communication channels of all networks under consideration are

c~,c~,. . ., Cm, and let the data domain of transmittable values be a set V. A

state can be represented by a tuple i = [ tl, . . ., t~] of channel traces, where

each t, is the trace of c,. A computation up to some point in time is

represented by a finite sequence (~, tl, . . . . t‘)of such tuples. (Since we are

interested only in states reachable by computations, we need not consider the

infinite sequences representing full computations.) K(~) can be expressed in

a logic that allows quantification over such sequences. Let

—4[ ~/tzl denote SNL Specification @ with channel trace variables cl, . . . . cm
replaced by traces t:,...,t~;and

—~[ tj/t;“(u)]denote tuple ~ with trace t;extended by value u e V.

We then define K(o) as follows:

Definitions 5.3. Formula K(@) in Extended Trace Logic

KETL(@) =

(@,F ,.. .>m: There exists a sequence of states

to= [() ,..., ()]A such that: in the first state

~=[cl, . . ..ck]A all traces are empty, q5 is

(Vi: O<i Sn:q$[E/i2])A satisfied in every state, and in

(Vi: O<i<n: every pair of adjacent states:

tL+l=~v either the states are identical or the

(aj, v:lsjsm, veV: second state extends exactly one trace

-F’ = F[t;/q “ (41))) of the first state by exactly one element.

The free variables of K~TL(@) are channel trace variables cl, . . . . Cn. As

illustrated by the annotation, K~~~( 4) is satisfied by exactly those states

reachable by a computation that always satisfies @. Therefore, K~T~( @)

could be used in the Generalized Consequence Rule to obtain relative

completeness.

Linear-Time Temporal Logic (TL) can be used for similar but implicit
reasoning over sequences of states [111 and is generally considered more

convenient for such reasoning. As indicated by the definitions of ORDERING

and PREFIX given in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, however, full temporal logic
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and PREFIX given in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, however, full temporal logic

is more powerful than is needed to express K(@). By considering equivalence

of TL formulas and formula K~~~(d), we isolate a subset of TL that is

necessary and sufficient to express K(d).

We begin with a version of TL that extends the trace logic of SNL with

three standard temporal operators: the Always operator ❑, the Next opera-

tor O, and the Until operator “k. We omit operator O since it is the dual of ❑ .

(For definition and further discussion of these temporal operators, see, e.g.,

[11] and [16].) Our original definition of ❑, in Section 4.4, is for trace logic

formulas that do not contain temporal operators. In Section 4.4.2 we consid-

ered a version for formulas containing other ❑ s. The weaker version of ❑ is

used to define the Temporal Ordering Axiom, while the stronger version is

needed to define the Prefix Axiom. In general, allowing nested temporal

operators yields significantly more expressive power than restricting tempo-

ral operators to operate over nontemporal formulas. 13 Hence, we also con-

sider use of an additional set of temporal operators that operate over trace

logic formulas only:

—the Restricted Always operator, ~;

—the Restricted Next operator, ~; and

—the Restricted Until operator, %.

It is easy to show that these operators are strictly weaker than their fully

temporal counterparts, which we refer to as Unrestricted operators.

Various subsets of TL can be constructed by choosing different subsets of

the six temporal operators. For example, trace logic with ❑ and b is a (strict)
subset of TL. It is easily seen that operators 0[/ and ~/ are not needed to

encode ~ETL(~). Hence, the TL subsets of possible interest in ex~regsing a
formula equivalent to K~~L(~) correspond to the subsets of{ ❑, 0, ❑, 0}. The

partial ordering of the expressive power of these subsets is given in Figure 4.

For each nonempty subset S in Figure 4, let Tr~ denote the trace logic of

SNL extended to include the operators in S. For example, subset 4 of Figure

4 is denoted by Tr ~ and subset 8 by Trno. We have proved that Tr ~ has the
necessary and sufficient expressive power to encode ~E~~(@).

Sufficiency of Tr ❑ is shown by exhibiting a formula in Tr ❑ that is

equivalent to KET~(0):

Definition 5.4. Formula K(d) in Trn

Kn(d)l=O@A

(Vi,j, x,y:12i <m,lsj Sm,lsx,OSy, i+jVxity:

❑(I CL I< X* IC, I< Y)* D(ICLI<XA ]c, \<y))A

(~i, x,.:l<i<m, i<x,.6V:

❑(cL. x=u=D(cL. x= u)))
—

13For example, consider TL formula ❑ (VI = (042 V 0~3)), which asserts that whenever $1 IS

valid, either ~2 is valid thereafter or ~3 is valid at the next point m time This property cannot

be expressed using temporal operators only over first-order formulas.
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--------------------

1: No Temporal Operators

Fig. 4. Temporal logic subsets and expressiveness bounds.

The first conjunct of K ❑ (+) restricts state-sequences satisfying ~ ~ (+) to

always satisfy +. The second and third conjuncts encode the Temporal

Ordering and Prefix Properties, restricting state-sequences satisfying Kn (4)

to represent computations. Equivalence of Kn (+) and K~~~(d) is shown

using a semantics-preserving mapping from Temporal Logic to Extended

Trace Logic [161. Necessity of Tr ❑ is proved by showing that no formula in

Trno can be equivalent (through the mapping) to K~~J~). Hence, all

subsets except 4, 7, and 9 are insufficient.

Note that our results can be strengthened by refining the subset hierarchy.

Consider an infinite set of temporal operators based on allowable nesting

depth. For any x, O < x, let ❑ ~ denote a version of ❑ restricted to operate

over formulas with at most x nested ❑s; similarly define operator OX. We

then obtain an infinite hierarchy of TL subsets. Given the previous results, it

is easy to show that, with respect to this refined subset hierarchy, Tr ❑ ~ is

necessary and sufficient to express a formula equivalent to KETL(@).

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered a simple trace-based proof system for networks of pro-

cesses, SNL, with a specification language and inference rules similar to

those in most trace-based systems [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 181. Through examples

that are single-process networks, we showed that SNL is incomplete because

it is not expressive enough to encode properties of computation that are
needed to verify certain valid network specifications. We then showed that
axiomatization of the Temporal Ordering and Prefix Properties is necessary

and sufficient to achieve relative completeness. Finally, we showed that the
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power of an unrestricted temporal logic Always operator is necessary and

sufficient to express these axioms.

Our extensions to the consequence rule of SNL could have been encoded

elsewhere in the proof system. For example, the network composition rule

could have been extended so that Temporal Ordering and Prefix Axioms

would be added whenever the rule is applied [16]; then, however, the network

composition rule would have to be used even in the case of one-process

networks (such as the examples in this paper). Another approach to obtain-

ing relative completeness is to use a different interpretation for logical

implication in the consequence rule, treating @l * +Z as valid iff every legal

computation (rather than every state) that always satisfies ~1 also always

satisfies Oz. This has the disadvantage of requiring a new underlying logic,

rather than relying on a first-order logic of states, as we have done in this

paper.

A further question of expressiveness arises: Using SNL, can precise specifi-

cations be given for all processes of interest? There are some processes for

which precise specifications cannot be given, for the same reason that SNL is

incomplete: SNL specifications for such processes would require expressing

Temporal Ordering or Prefix Properties. However, since we have proved that

extension of SNL is necessary for completeness of the proof system, the same

extension can be made to the specification language, allowing a wider class of

precise specifications to be formulated. It would be interesting to characterize

those processes for which precise specifications can be given in various

trace-based formalisms. In addition, it might be interesting to consider how

our results can be adapted to a network logic that allows mixed terms [18], a

logic in which processes and specifications are interchangeable.

Since the expressive power of the Always operator, or of Temporal Order-

ing and Prefix Axioms, is an essential component of a relatively complete

proof system, we briefly review existing complete systems and identify how

this expressive power is encoded. No encoding is needed in [14], since the

proof system is based directly on temporal logic. We have shown, however,

that the full power of temporal logic used in [14] is unnecessary for proving

safety properties. Several proof systems allow explicit reasoning over all

possible computations [3, 6, 191. As we have seen, this gives at least the

expressive power of temporal logic, since the states of every computation can

be directly and individually referenced.

In [19] the incompleteness of the proof system in [12] is discussed, and a

rule is suggested that would render it relatively complete. (A similar rule is
proposed in [13].) Informally, the rule asserts the following: Let + be a valid

specification for a network N, and let ~ be an interleaved trace of all

communication events during any computation of N. Then every prefix of ~

satisfies @. This rule certainly captures our Prefix Property. The Temporal

Ordering Property is encoded as well. To see this, suppose specification ~

constrains two communication events cl. x and C2. y to occur simultaneously.

Any trace ~ including only one of cl. x and C2. y will not satisfy @ and, thus,

cannot correspond to a computation of N. Suppose, then, that both events are

included in ~. Consider any prefix r’ G ~ that contains one event but not the
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cl. x and C2. y appears in #. Hence, no computation of N can include either

event.

In [8] the fact that valid specifications do not always follow from precise

specifications is identified, and the author suggests adding a proof rule of the

form

N sat @l

N sat +Z ‘

which can be applied whenever @l and Oz are such that any network that

always satisfies dl always satisfies r+bz.No formal method is given, however,

for determining when a pair of specifications is a candidate for application of

the rule. Our work has exactly characterized those pairs that qualify and has

isolated the expressiveness required of a logic that can recognize them.

APPENDIX

THEOREM 3.4. Soundness of SNL. Let N be a network and 4 a specification

such that N sat d is a theorem of SNL. Then CPis valid for N.

PROOF. Since we are assuming validity of process specifications, sound-

ness requires showing that whenever the hypothesis of an SNL inference rule

is valid, so is the conclusion.

Network Composition Rule 3.1

PI sat q51, . . ..Pn sat ~n

P,ll ””” II Pn sat A#L

Assume that each +i is valid for Pi, so K.j = dt for all K E CS(Pf) and j >0.

We must show that K..j = ~idi for all K e CS(N) and j >0, where N =

P1\l ””” II P.. Recall that Proj(K, P,) denotes the projection of K onto those

channels of N incident to Pi. Consider an arbitrary conjunct qii, an arbitrary

K e C’S( N), and an arbitrary j 5 0. By the definition of CS( N) (Section 2.1),

prOj(K, PJ e CS( P,); hence, by assumption, Proj(K, P,).j = Oz. Therefore, K .j

E di as well, since the traces that are removed from K in the projection

cannot be for channels mentioned in d,. Since K, j, and o, were chosen

arbitrarily, we conclude that K. j t= ~ ~ ~, for all K c CS(N) and j >0. Thus,

~ ,@i is valid for N.

Consequence Rule

Let & be valid for

N sat dz

N, so K,.J F & for all K e CS(N) and j >0, Then, by
= @l ~ ~z and predicate logic, K. j ~ ~z for all K E CS(N) and j >0. Thus, 02

is valid for N. ❑
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THEOREM 4.3. Preciseness-Preservation. Let @i be a precise specification

for Pi, l~i~n, andlet N= Pll[,.. II P.. Then ~ ,4, is a precise specifica-

tion for N.

PROOF. We must show that ~,dz satisfies both parts of “Definition 3.5 of

precise specifications.

(1) (~ ,0, is valid for N.) Since the d, are precise specifications for their
respective P,, they are valid. That ~, +, is then valid for N was proved in

Soundness Theorem 3.4.

(2) (If K is any computation containing traces for the channels in N and if

K .j” R ~,@, for all ~“ > 0, then K c CS( N).) Consider any K containing

traces for the channels in N in which K .j E A ,@i for all j >0. Recall

that Proj(K, P,) denotes the projection of K onto those channels of N

incident to P,. Since K.j ~ ~L@i for all j >0, Proj(K, P,).j t= @i for all

~ ~ O and 1 s i s n. Thus, by the preciseness of the ~,, Proj(K, P,) ~
CS(P,), 1 s is n. Then, by the definition of CS(PI II . . . II PJ (Section

2.1), K E CS(N). tl

THEOREM 4.6. Soundness of ORDERING. If K is a computation, then

K /= ORDERING.

PROOF. Let K be any computation, and suppose that the antecedent of

ORDERING, holds: K 1= ❑(I cl I < x * I C2 I < y) for some ~ >1, y >0. We

prove by induction that each state of K satisfies ( / cl I < x A, I C2 I < y), so K

1= ❑( I C1 I < ~ A I C2 I <Y) and, therefore, K 1= ORDERING.

Base Case. We show that K.O satisfies ( I c1 I < x A I C2 I < y). From x >1

and computation condition (CC1) (Section 2.1), K.0 satisfies I cl I < x. Then,

by the antecedent of ORDERING, K.0 also satisfies I C2 I < y. Thus, K.0
satisfies ( / c1 I < XA I C2 I < y).

Induction. Suppose that K.( i – 1) satisfies ( I c1 I < x A I C2 I < y) for some

i > 0. We show that K. i satisfies ( I c1 I < x A I C2 I < y). Assume, for the sake

of a contradiction, that K. i satisfies ( I cl / ~ x v I C2 I > y). Then, by the

antecedent of ORDERING, K. i also satisfies ( I cl I > x A I C2 I > y). Since

K. ( i – 1) satisfies ( I c1 I < x A I C2 I < y), if cl and C2 are distinct then two

channel traces change between K. ( i – 1) and K. i, contradicting computation

condition (CIC4) (Section 2.1). If c1 and C2 are the same channel, then x # y,

a channel trace increases in length by more than one between K. ( i – 1) and

K. i, and condition (CC3) is contradicted. Hence, K. i satisfies ( I cl I < x A I C2 /

< y), and the induction is complete. ❑

LEMMA 4.9. Let K be any infinite sequence of states. K represents a

Computation iff K ~ ORDERING A PREFIX.

PROOF. [*] (If K represents a computation, then K ]= ORDERING A

PREFIX.) This follows directly from soundness of ORDERING and PREFIX

(Theorems 4.6 and 4.8).
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[=1 (If K ]= ORDERING A PREFIX, then K represents a computation.) We

prove the contrapositive: If K does not represent a computation, then K I&

ORDERING ~ PREFIX. By the definition of a computation (Section 2. 1), if K

does not represent a computation then K satisfies =(CCI A CC2 A CC3 A CC4).

Formula = (CC1 A CC2 A CC3 A CC4) can be rewritten as

(1 CC72) V (CC2 A 7CC1) V (CC2 A 1CC3) V (CC2 A CC3 A lCCZi). (6)

We show that if K satisfies any of the disjuncts in (6), then K does not satisfy

both ORDERING and PREFIX.

(1) K does not satisfy (CC2): Some trace in some state is not a prefix of the

corresponding trace in the subsequent state. Therefore, PREFIX does not

hold.

(2) K satisfies (CC2) but not (CC1): Some trace is nonempty in the initial

state, so let I c I = x in K.0 with x > 1. Since (CC2) holds, K satisfies

❑( I c I > x), and therefore, ❑( I c \ < x * I c I < O). However, K does not

satisfy ❑ ( I c \ < x A [ c I < O), so ORDERING does not hold.

(3) K satisfies (CC2) but not (CC3): Some trace increases in length by more

than one between states, so let I c I = x in some K. i and I c \ = x + y in

K.(i + 1), with y > 1. Since (CC2) holds, K satisfies ❑(1 c1 < x + 1 # I c1

<x+ y). However, K does not satisfy ❑(lc\<x+ lAlcl<x+y)so

ORDERING does not hold.

(4) K satisfies (CC2) and (CC3) but not (CC4): More than one trace changes

between some state and its subsequent state, so let I cl I = x and I C2 I = y

in some K.i, and let Icll =x+1 and Ic21 =y+lin K.(i+ l). Since

(CC2) holds, K satisfies ❑( I c1 I < x + 1 e I C2 I < y + 1). However, K

does not satisfy ❑( I c1 I < x + 1 A I C2 I < y + 1), so ORDERING does not

hold. ❑
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